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Abstract:
- Subject: - Inventive applications wooden partishins Selected from the wood Monumental Houses in Assiut City The
researcher addressed the subject theoretical and applied, in six chapters and GATT, as follows: First: - The structure of
academic research and address where: - Background, research problem, the importance of research, research objectives,
hypotheses, the limits of research, research methodology, technical terms, the studies are related. . Chapter I: - in which he
dealt Researcher profile of Assiut and culture between the past and present, the geographical location of Assiut, the date of
Assiut in ancient times, the date of Assiut in medieval Islamic history of Assiut in modern and contemporary, the most
important religious monuments and civil Assiut, and included monasteries and churches, and Islamic Antiquities included
mosques and religious institutions, and commercial agencies. • Chapter II:- Included artistic values and methods of
composition in the buildings architecture in Assiut Governorate, as well as description and analysis of a selection of houses
antiquities from Assiut also included artistic values in the decoration of buildings, architecture, and also included the beauty in
supplements iron buildings classified supplements of Architecture, also included the psychological impact of houses Assiut
artistic taste. Chapter III: - The study included Jackets wood national heritage, and the types of wood Jackets, the values of the
functional cover the timber, and aesthetic values of wood covering the buildings of Egypt, and techniques of wood Jackets,
Jackets, raw wood . Chapter IV: The study included student applications with college students in Assiut. Applications the
student with the development plan and progress of work and procedures and controls the practical application in several stages,
such as the objectives of the application, and the area of application through lectures decision woodwork by regulation, and the
time the application through the lectures according to the study plan altogether, and the location of the application Kalorcp and
technical capacity are then Choose a sample application and determine the type of students are boys or girls, and among them,
the Division and Division of study and age approximate time, expertise, and then select the raw materials used - basic supplements rail types and characteristics and identify tools and tools used manual and automatic identification technologies
and methods the configuration at the timber, and then introduce and explain the required implementation of the students
adequately and then the application and display the results according to the schedule imposed. Research sources: - Included
Arabic references and books - Research and Theses - periodicals, foreign references, abstracts - Arab and foreign, Arab and
foreign CAS 0
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